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Cohesion of Urban Living with Railway Station in the City 
The research design will focus on exploring a new form of urban living in proximity of railway 
station in Hong Kong. In particular, the area of focus will be the development of alternative 
urban design that goes beyond present typical self-contained and anti-fabric station develop-
ment in Hong Kong, which is efficiency driven in master planning and construction. There-
fore, the necessity to derive new typology of urban living in proximity of railway station, that 
reinterprets quality of urban living by balancing efficiency and urban life pattern, and reinter-
prets station as public communal space that calls for cohesion with city fabric, becomes the 
main issues of this thesis research. , 
Based upon the urban issues, the preliminary urban strategic approach of perceiving station 
as extension node, and programmatic approach of creating urban life spine generated from 
railway station are established. 
Tsuen Wan West KCR station, with its controversial location of being situated at the virgin 
land along Tsuen Wan waterfront is selected as the experimental site for the generation of 
this new urbanscape. 
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KCRC PRWHRiy Dt-VgLOPMENT PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION f<HD P L A N N I N G 
Map (Lefl) 
Hong Kong Railway Nelwort^ and Property Development 
(Image from HK Lab 1) 
While the present typology of railway station development with large-scale 
residential projects is so popular in Hong Kong, why is necessary to 
explore alternative proposal over the current design? 
The current typology of "towers + podium" as railway station development nowadays becomes 
over real-estate orientated stressing economic issue. It is overwhelmed by figures like GFA 
and efficiency of land use with limited resources. Although the project may be fine itself 
which works properly in terms of economic and also technical issues, urban lifestyle issue of 
providing a better urban community is always sacrificed. 
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•2 Current Phenomenon: 
1.2.1 Economic Aspect - Land Use Efficiency: 
High land price policy and market demand are the main issues contributing the 
concentration of high-rise and high-density residential developments around railway 
station nodes. Undoubtedly, the "marriage" of railway and property development 
are mutually beneficial to each other in terms of economic efficiency so that 
nowadays the role of the railway station in Hong Kong has been dominated by the real 
estate development. 
.2.2 Technical Aspect - Construction Efficiency: 
Current railway station design in Hong Kong is engineering orientated rather than 
architecturally orientated based on construction efficiency. The basic structure of the 
station has already pre-defined the disposition of residential towers of future 
property development above the station which therefore shapes the current master 
layout of railway ~ property development with podium and towers in this regard. 
.2.3 Living Quality Aspect - Urban Lifestyle: 
Although railway operator is now promoting "high-quality properties" with high-quality 
housing units that meet our society's aspirations for a better standard of living, the 
introduction of so-called "thematic living" in a internally camouflaged basic 
identical structure has no contribution of generating new typology of urban housing 
with new urban lifestyle. Ironically, our citizens' great endurance against absurdity in 
density and homogeneity of living environment as well as the acceptance of superficial 
lifestyle seems to encourage the trend of this modal way of living. 
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Photo (Right) 
Property Development at 
Kowloon Station 
Photo (Right) 
Maintenance Depot at 
Tsuen Wan Station 
Collage (Right) 
"ThematkJ Living" at 
Raih^ay Station Node 
(image from HK Lab 1) 
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Typical high density "Podium + Towers" 
Development in Hong Kong 
(Image from HKLab 1) 
•3 Thesis Standpoint: 
1.3.1 Necessity to maintain overall high density development at station area 
While there exists real life necessity and issue of high land value which call for high 
density development, there is no ground to drastically reduce the development 
density in order to achieve a better living environment. 
1.3.2 Necessity to tackle current phenomenon with architectural means 
Since the necessity of high density development and necessity to improve our 
quality of urban living coexist at the same time, the solution for more harmonious 
urban environment in proximity of railway station has to be acquired through 
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2.1 Station 一 City Relation: 
To reinterpret railway station as public communal space 
Instead of being a simply functional transport infrastructure in the city at past times, nowadays 
the role of railway station has transformed to “magnet of the city" that attracts almost every 
urban activity to station area forming mass gathering space and even a mini-city in the city. 
2.1.1 Theoretical Issue - Station as "Node & Place" 
Diagram (Right) 
Station as "Node" Station as "Place" Station as "Node" and "Place" 
Cities on rail - the redevelopment of railway station areas 
Luca Bertolini and Tejo Spit 
"a railway station has two basic but coniradictoty identities: node (a point of access to 
trains and other transportation networks) and place (b specific section of the city 
incorporating the railway station and also a diversified collection of buildings and open 
spaces)." ^ 
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2. Definition of Node 
• lm$ge of the City 
Kevin Lynch 
'Nodes are points, the strategic spots in a city into which an observer can enter’ and 
which are the intensive foci to and from where he is travelling. They may be primarily 
junctions, places of a break in transportation, a crossing or convergence of 
paths, moments of shift from one structure to another.'^ 
Besides the physical definition, nodes can also be defined as a magnet of the city 
where it attracts high concentration of people with intensive urban activities 






Activity Node - Public Square - Pedestrian Path Relations 
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2.1.1.2 Station as node in the city Nodes 
From the above definition, railway station is certainly an important city node in terms 
of its nature of strategic foci along the mass transit network for people arriving and 
leaving the city. Station is also the primary place for public transport interchange 
where it connects and converges / diverges people's movement with its surroundings 
and the rest of the city. Therefore railway stations can be considered as a first 
gateway to the city. 
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2.1.1.3 Station as place in the city 
3 Cities on rail • the rodev^lopment of railway station areas 
Luca Bertolini and Tejo Spit 
Diagram (Right) 
Revttaltzation of station area as publk; space 
(ImaQe from The Modem Station • new approach to railway station) 
In general, railway station as place in the city can be described as the piece of city 
incorporating the station, which has uncertain boundaries. 
'All the built and open spaces, together with the activities they host, contained within 
a perimeter designed by a 'walkabie radius' of 500m centred on the railway station 
building, as amended to take account of case-specific physical 一 psychological, 
functional — historical and development features. ‘ ^ 
2.1.2 Hypothesis 
While the current station development demonstrates the typology of self-sustained 
"nodal city” which over stressing on the creation of mini-community within station area 
without broader considerations of relation to the surrounding neighbourhood, is it 
possible to reinterpret railway station as public communal space that 








short transfer distance 
Diagram (Above) 
Public Transport Interchange in relation wilh its Surrourrfings 
(Image from A Pattern Language) 
Station 一 Urban Living Relation: 
To reinterpret quality of urban living with railway station as main condition 
of study 
As a mass transportation mode concerning convenience and efficiency in contemporary city, 
the existence of railway network and stations generates specific typology of railway 
development which reflects our specific urban lifestyles focusing on the parameter of 
'convenience'. The concern of convenience in railway living results in composition of 
various urban activities which tremendously compacts our urban life within a condensed 
station node. 
2.2.1 Theoretical Issue - Station as "Mini-city" 
As the role of railway station being a catalyst of public transport interchange 
formation in the city due to its mass carriage of passenger, to maintain a steady flow of 
passengers, railway station and so as its interchanges must be extremely convenient 
and easy to use. 
A Pattern Language 
Christopher Alexender 
1. Workplaces and the housing for people who especially need public transportation 
must be distributed rather evenly around interchanges. 
2. The interchanges must connect up with surrounding flow of pedestrian street life. 
3. It must be easy to change from one mode of travel to anqther/ 
o i d o i 
* The Modem Station • new �roach to reitway station 
Diagram (Right) 
Homogeneity and H y r _ t y of Programs and Spatial Organization at Railway Station 
The station is no longer dedicated to travel alone: it is a p/ace in its own right, v/ith 
retail, social and cultural facfllties enclosed within its shell. As the function of (he 
station broadened, so too a/B the collection of spaces and structures that constitute its 
parts. Where once the station was entirely a transitional space through which travellers 
passed en route to the train, now it has become another urban venue worthy of a visit 
in its own right ‘ 
VLs the clarity of the function of the station is blurred, its form has become more complex. 
With hotels, shops and soda! facilities constructed. ..the station has evolved into a small 
version of the city. The hybrid animal that results from these fusions of function 





While present station development is gaining complexity and intensity of urban 
programs, is it possible to breakdown of definite separation of different urban 
programs in current station development layout in order to enhance the hybridity of 
urban spatial experience with intensification of cross-programming? 
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3.1 Site Selection and Site Study 
Aerial Photos (Above) 
Tsuen V\fan West KCR Station (Top) and Nearby Development Site (Bottom) 
(image from www.kcrc.com.hk) 
Map (Right) 
Tsuen Wan OZP 
3.1.1 Site Selection - Tsuen Wan West KCR Station 
The selected experimental site is Tsuen Wan West Station of KCRC West Rail which 
is situated on a reclaimed land along the western fringe of Tsuen Wan and is currently 
zoned as Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) in OZP. The reasons for this site 
selection are based on the following aspects: 
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Map (Above) 
Railway Route of KCRC West Rail 
(Image from www.kcrc.com.hk) 
MTR 
urrant I Futuro 'o<lov©lopmont 
Map (Above) 
Coexistence of Two Railway Lines and 





Impact of West Rail: 
The recent introduction and penetration of KCRC West Rail within almost fully 
developed urban districts in Northwest New Territories has initiated tremendous 
impact on existing urban fabric. Therefore the penetration of new railway network and 
insertion of railway station for KCRC West Rail in those areas demonstrate a 
segmentation of the existing fabric which call for cohesion with the station 
neighbourhood. 
Coexistence of two main mass transit network: 
It is very common to have two railway lines crossing with each other forming a mass 
transport interchange node in Hong Kong such as Kowloon Tong Station, Tsim Sha Tsui 
Station. However the case of Tsuen Wan gives a unique phenomenon of two railway 
lines aligning with two extreme fringes of the city and paralleling with each other 
which illustrates an extreme segmentation of city fabric. 
Future development of surrounding neighbourhood: 
Various redevelopment projects (with hotels, office towers, service apartments etc.) 
around Tsuen Wan West Station implies the future role of station area to be a new 
town centre which is shifted from the existing one at Tsuen Wan IVITR Station. 
Therefore the site will demonstrate a signEficant role of the creation of new townscape 
along the waterfront. . 
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3.1.2 The Site - Tsuen Wan West KCR Station 
纖 
Photo (Right) 
Tsuen V\fen Wast KCR Station 
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3.1.3 Site Study I — Overall district study 
This part focuses on macroscopic analysis of Tsuen Wan District in order to derive site 
specific indicators for future establishment of urban design strategy. 
Indicators: 
a) Open space distribution and its connection 
b) Urban activities pattern 
c) Mode of pedestrian flow 
d)卜iousehold density pattern 
3.1.4 Site Study II — Strip study (Tai Ho Road) 
Due to the unique situation of Tsuen Wan District with two separate railway lines 
penetrating the city fabric and aligning with two distinct city edges, the second part of 
site study focuses on the connections between the two stations. Transitions of urban 
fabric, programs and walking experience along Tai Ho Road, the main connection of two 
stations, are the core studies. 
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Image (Righl) 
I City in Tsueng Kwan 0 
Bfrom wvm.mir.com.hk) 
Criteria: 
a) Urban programs combinations 
b) Urban walking experience 
c) Space-time relations 
d) Household density pattern 




d) Connectivity • 
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3.2 Urban Living Study 
3.2.1 To identify criteria defining and parameters qualifying urban living 
V 
This part of research is intended to investigate the present urban living at station nodes 
in Hong Kong in terms of programmatic and qualitative perspectives. In order to illustrate 
and justify the term 'urban living' which is rather abstract in meaning, this research aims 








3.3 Typology Study 
Photos (Right) 
RaiJway Property Development - Luk Young Sun Chiien 
j l l i ^ 
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3.3.1 Diagnosis of current "railway + property" development in Hong Kong 
The local typology study more focuses on economic driven parameters such as 
development density, plot ratio, p、rogrammatic composition in terms of GFA of 
current typical "railway + property" development in Hong Kong in order to understand its 
planning and design logic. 
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3.3.2 Foreign case studies 
The foreign typology study is conducted in terms of three different levels of perspectives 
(from macroscopic to microscopic) as、follows: 
a) city planning丨 with railway station 
b) railway station planning 
c) Urban lifestyle at railway station 
A local example is selected to compare with the foreign one for each category so as to 
figure out the similarities and differences between them. 
Selection of case studies: 
a) Utrecht Centra! Station (Netherlands) vs. Tung Chung Station (Hong Kong) 
b) Kyoto Station (Japan) vs. Kowfoon Station (Hong Kong) 
c) Shinjuku Station (Japan) vs. Kowloon long Station (Hong Kong) 
Main design / planning concepts and qualities are particularly pinpointed for the 
establishment of strategic foundations for future design study. 
V 
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4.1 Site Study -
4.1.1 Overall Site Study (Tsuen Wan District) 
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Segment 1: Along WITR Station (Castle Peak Road) 
Majority of Urban Activities within 
Internalized Shopping Arcades at Podium Level 
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Limited Urban Activities at Street Level while estimated to be 





4.1.2 Overall Site Study (Tsuen Wan MTR Station Area) 
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Node - Path Relation 
The station is located at the junction of a main road and a secondary 
road serving as a strategic focus as public transport interchange. 
Node - Path - District Relation 
The Castle Peak Road along east-west direction generally divides the 
station area into two districts in terms of building age. The station acts 
as a centre core of the newer development district in which 
redevelopment originated from. 
Node - Edge - Topography Relation 
The railway lines obviously establish a dominant and an impenetrat-
able edge of the city separating the hillside and urban fabric within the 
station area. The station becomes the most important nodal point 
along edge. 
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Node - Path Relation 
Node - Path - District Relation 
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Mode of Connections: 
Elevated Pedestrian Walkway 
Elevated pedestrian walk-
ways and bridges are the 
pre-dominant mode of con-
nections of railway station 
with its surrounding build-
ings. It extends from the 
station as the centre along 
east-west direction which is 
of approx. 1km long. 
Majority portion of this conti-
nous walkway is simply a 
passage for people's move-
ment while only minority it 
along periphery of podium is 
‘functionalized’ and 'com-
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4.1 Site Study -
4.1.3 Strip Study (Tai Ho Road) 
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C h e u k IVling B u i l d i n g 
No. Of Household: 190 
Estimated Population: 760 
P o S h m g m a n s i o n 
No. of Household: 65 
Estimated Population: 260 
Tin Po Building C h a u ' s B u i l d i n g 
No. of Household: 123 
Estimated Population: 492 
Vision City Nina Tower 
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Vertical Profile along Strip: 
- T i j I n TL 十 t S~l 
Vertical "Solid - Void" along Strip: 
Vertical Programs along Strip: 
Schematic Section BB' 
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-traff ic flow 
-population 
-urban activities 
-stat ion development 
2. ACCESSIBILITY: 
-pedestrian linkage 
-vehicular linkage to 
other parts of city / districts 
3. MOBILITY： 





-v isual perception 
-audio perception 
6. OPENNESS: 
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4.1.4 Summary of Research Findings 
a) Segmentation 
The segmentation of the Tsuen Wan city fabric is mainly driven by vehicular traffic 
network and railway lines. Beside the physical segmentation, the typology of urban 
life also further intensifies the phenomenon of segmentation. 
b) Fragmentation 
The fragmentation of Tsuen Wan city fabric can be illustrated from the existing open 
space distribution and "island effect" caused by urban renewal process. 
c) Contradictory Conditions betweeen Two Stations 
The two station areas in Tsuen Wan demonstrate contradictory conditions and urban 
qualities in terms of density (activity/development), accessibility (pedestrian / 
vehicular), diversity (programs), legebiiity etc. 
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4.2 Urban Living Study 
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STATION = SHOPPING MALL? 
"shopping...has begun to expand into any program 
irnaginnble: airports, train stations, museums..." 
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Convenience - Shopping - Urban Living 
The convenience brought by integration of 
shopping infrastructures with railway trans-
port system catalysts the overwhelming role 
of shopping in urban living. 
Not surprisingly, the average travel distance 
between two major malls along railway line is 
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SHOPPING fVlALL = PUBLIC SPACE? 
'Shopping malls have replaced the parks and squares that were traditionally the .home of free 
speech' ..Found at: these malls are most of the uses and adivities citizens engage in outside 
their homes...Within and without enclosures are not only stores of every kind and size, but large 
open spacos available to the pubiic and suitable for numerous uses..." 
(P.I54, Mutation, Rem Koolhaas) 
•The otiiside urbanity may be simulated inside, by creating an atrium space called 'big city 
room’ that simulates 'urban diversity', enacts 'urban transience' by staging ephemeral 
elements and events." 、 
(P.26, vol. 108, Lotus, Kok-Meng Tan)) 
ARTIFICIAL LANDSCPAPE INSIDE MALL? 




STREETSCAPE INSIDE MALL? 
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SHA TSIJ丨 ROAD 
•‘ 'PrograrrV is to be distinguished from 'event'. A 
program 丨$ a determinate sot of expected 
occurences, a list of required utilities...In 
contrast, events occur as an indeterminate set 
of unexpected outcomos." 
(p.13, Event Cities 2, Bernard Tschumi) 
in Tsuen Wan, majority of event 
internal courtyard spaces along two sides 
Sha Tsui Road where the old fabric situated 
whereas along Tai Ho Road, which running 
through the two station areas, and along MTR 
lines are major "bu i l t substance" with 







Shopping Mall as Programmatic Space 
Town Hall as Programmatfc Space 
EXPECTED EVENT SPACE 
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Playground and Urban Park as Event Space 
Internal Courtyard as Event Space 
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Assume A Person Living 
in Luk Yeung Sun Chuen: 
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4.2.1 Summary of Research Findings 
\ 
a) Railway - Convenience » Shopping 
Convenience brought by integration of shopping infrastructures with railway system 
catalysts the overwhelming role of shopping in urban living. 
b) Homogeneous Urban Lifestyle at Railway Station Node 
Shopping in homogeneous malls has become the most dominant public activity at 
station node that leads to stereotyped urban lifestyle which lacks of diversity and 
identity. 
c) Shopping IVlall - Internalized and Expected Public Event Space in the city 
Shopping mall has replaced traditional city parks and squares as the dominant public 
space in the city engaged with majority of citizens and urban events. 
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4.3 Typology Study -
4.3.1 Diagnosis of current "railway + property" development in Hong Kong 
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53,420 m. sq. 
5.342 ha (approx.) 
Site Area: 
No. of Blocks: 17 
No. of Storeys: 28-30 storeys 
No. of Households: 3,776 
Residential Area: 268,035 m. sq. (approx.) 
Development Desity: 
Domestic Plot Ratio: 
707 households per ha (approx.) 
5 (approx.) 
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j j j j Residential Blocks Shopping Centre B ^ M School ^ ^ ^ Community Centre i 、. + •+ Open Space 
Estimated Population: 
Site Area: 













Open Space Area: 
268,035 m, sq. (approx.) 
15,900 m. sq. (approx.) 
9,400 m. sq. (approx.) 
32,868 m. sq. (approx.); 
61.5% of site area 
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Podium Deck of 
Station Development 
The podium deck area of station 
development, Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, 
spatially flows continuously and 
extensively from Tsuen Wsn 
Station. K is publicized so that it 
becomes accessible by anyone 
from the surroundings and also the 
passer-by. Programmatically the 
presence of schools and commu-
nity centre further draw people in 
this area. Therefore this huge 
podium deck above the railway 
maintenance depot serves as a 
communal place for both local 
residents and the surrounding 
neighbourhood both physically 
and programmatically. 
In-between Space between Station 
and Shopping Arcade 
This plaza-like outdoor in-between 
space between Tsuen Wan station 
and shopping arcade serves as a 
nodal place of the station in which 
there exists a convergence I diver-
gence of pedestrian flow. 
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Clothing & Shoes 
Gift 
Health & Beauty 
Electrical Appliance 
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Podium Floor 
Level P Plan 
First Floor 
Level F Plan 
Ground Floor 
Level G Plan 
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(1.0%) Elecwical Col v t r i i i i i 0 l i 'orc n , 0 % 
Property Aqency (1.5%) 
S u p c r t m r i - t t ( 2 3 ' ) 
Houseiioid r2.ti7el 
0 jr ！‘ (2 b ) 
Food (3.0%) 
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Clothing & Shoes (10.5%) 
HeaUhA Beauty (15.0%) 
Second Floor 

























































Utrecht Central Station 
Shopping Centre 
(Hoog Catharijne) 
Congress & Exhibition 
Centre (Jaarbeurs) 
Development Data: Total GFA: 
90 ha 
1,907,000 m. 
Station 350,000 m. sq 
Programmatic 
Composition: 
Retail area: 900,000 m, sq 
Office area: 326,000 tn. sq 
Cultural I Trade fair area: 100,000 m. sq 
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CITY PLANNING PERSPECTIVE 
Conccpturaiizcd 、 
Urban Strategy: 、.、.、、 
Summary of Station Development: 
Master Planning Strategy: 
The pedestrianized Centre Boulevard through the station and 
City Corridor create strong axes of the whole city. 
Both of them intensify the linkage of pedestrian route and 
public open spaces enhancing overall accessibility. 
Programmatic Strategy: 
Both axes strengthen the unification and intensification of 
different urban programs along them which further enhance 










16,000 m. sq. 
22,000 m, sq. 
56,000 m. sq, 
760,120 rn.^ q. 
843,120 m.sq. 
CITY PLANNING PERSPECTIVE 
. ' V f 
Concoptualizod 
Urban Strategy: 
Summary of Station Development: 
Master Planning Strategy: 
The Tung Chung New Town was planned with a strong 
pedestrian axis running along east-west direction with 
Tung Chung Station and its retail development ， 
City gate, located at the central portion of the axis. 
A public open plaza I town square is created next to the 
station entrance and retail facilities strengthens the role of 









The axis strengthens the consolidation of different urban 
programs along it while public plaza and corridor 
enhances spatial identiity of various urban programs. 
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MOtaOfUNVlA KYOTO 
Dt(>»tm«u Store 'Jfl KYOTO ISETW 
Kyoto C«y Air T»mi»vm 
Development Data: Built area: 
Sito coverage: 
38,07(5 m, sq.《3.8 ha) 









12,000 m. sq 
78,000 m, sq 
70,000 m. sq 
11,000 m. sq 
10,000 m.sq 
19,700 m.sq 
37,000 m, sq 
Total Aroa: 237,700 m. sq. 
Development 










Summary of Station Development: 
Master Layout Strategy: 
The creation of "V-shaped valley" of the complex with 
the station concourse at the bottom and steps-like 
public open space explicitly expresses circulation and 
disposition of different facilities which allows people 
constantly aware of their locations. 
Programmatic Strategy: 
Principal facilities - station, multiple commercial, conven-
tion centre and hotel, cultural and parking - together with 
co-existing diverse elements are juxtaposed forming a 
megastructure which acts as a mini-city than simply a 
station. 
, V 'rrl - T'Tr,， 
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本丨 
No. of Residential units: 
Density (Residential): 
No. of Hotel Rooms: 
Density (Hotel): 
Public Open Space Area: 
% of Site Area: 
431 f lats/ha 
972 
72 rooms I ha 







135,417 m. S(f. (13.5 ha) 
1,310,000 m. sq. 
approx, 5 (domestic) 
Residential area: 
















2. STATION PLANNING PERSPECTIVE 
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Summary of Station Development: 
Master Planning Strategy: 
With the initial vision of Kowloon Station as an extension 
of airport to the city, the station development is regarded 
as a establishment of a "transport super city". 
The complexity，density and scale of station development 
makes the station as a "mini-city". 
Programmatic Strategy: 
The project involves vast variety of programs which are 
organized in different vertical layers. It belongs to typical 
"podium + towers" development in Hong Kong in which 
station infrastructure and retail facilities integrated within a 
large podium with hotel, office and residential towers on it 
Of xMJkI 
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Lumino & 
TaKashimaya My Lord 









W. Shinjuku Station 
& Odakyu Dept. Store: 
W. Shinjuku SUition Plaza 
& Basement Carpark: 
69,630 m. 











Western Plaza & 
Basement Carpark: 
17 floors (69,630 m. sq.) 
11 f loors (41,292 m,sq.) 
10 floors (20,058 m. sq.) 
10 f loors 
7 f loors 
10 floors 
B floors 
15 f loors 
70,610 m. sq. 
79,560 m. sq. 
Summary of Station Development: 
Master Layout Strategy: 
The whole station development is dominated by 
shopping malls which form a huge shopping complex at 
the station. Station concourse is embedded inside the 
shopping complex. 
Programmatic Strategy: 
The cohesion of shopping malls and department stores 
initates convenience I fast shopping lifestyle with vast 
variety of shops targeting various groups of people 
within the complex. 
Therefore the complex becomes a mass gathering 
space (magnet of the city) for travellers brought by 
railway systems. 
u IS « - J ( ；!、 
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Ratio of Open Space 
(Internal) 
Area to Shop Area: %(approx.} 
j： / 5 �丨Mt U I^d-
Total GFA： 
Plot Ratio: 
20,600 m. sq, (2,1 ha^  
118,000 m.sq. 
approx, 5.7 (rotail). 
Festival Walk (Rotail) 
Department Store: 
Day to day Necessity: 
Entertainment: 
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Programmatic 
Composit ion: 






3. LIFESTYLE PERSPECTIVE 
Co 
Summary of Station Development: 
Waster Planning Strategy: 
Being situated in close proximity of railway 
transport interchange, Festival Walk, the large 
shopping mall becomes a strong condensing 
node of people which are brought by railway lines. 
Because of the mall's overwhelming scale over 
the station, the station is somehow regarded as part 
of the shopping mall, or "station as shopping 
mall". 
Programmatic Strategy: 
The provision of all kinds of retail facilites within the 
internalized mall almost fulfills every need of urban 
living from entertainment, fashion, lifestyle to F&B 
and day-to-day necessity. 
59. 
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Utrecht Central Station 
vs. 






Kowloon Tong Station 
Similarities: 
Both Utrecht Station and Tung 
Chung Station development make 
use of similar urban strategy by 
treating the stat ions as town 
centres with a strong city corr idor 
running through, 
Similarities: 
Both Kyoto Station and Kowloon 
Station act as mini cities with 
several types of urban programs 
integrated into a megastructure 
Similarities: 
Shopp ing mal ls are the dominant 
station development for both Shin-
juku Station and Kowloon Tong 
Station. Also both of them express 
the internal ized and convenient 
shopp ing e n v i r o n m e n t 
Difference: 
City corridor for Utrecht is com-
posed of great variety of programs 
which is less obvious spatially 
while that of Tung Chung is 
strongly expressed spatially 
through large plaza and straight 
pedestrian passage. 
Difference: 
In Kyoto Station, different pro-
grams are arranged around the 
per ipheral of the station horizon-
tally with s t rong express ion of 
c i rcu la t ion and open space while 
in Kowloon Station, different pro-
grams are arranged vertically in 
pod ium and towers with weak 
vert ical connect ion. 
Difference: 
Concourse of Shinjuku station is 
embedded ins ide the shopping 
complex which forms part of the 
mall while that of Kowloon Tong 
Station and the mall are separated 
with underground connection and 
footbridge linkage only. 
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4.3.3 Case Studies - Site (Tsuen Wan West) Reflection 
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Utrecht Central Station -
Station as Centre of Programmatic Axis 
The “city corridor" and "centre boulevard" concept is the 
key vision of the Utrecht Centrum Redevelopment Project 
which intends to archieve the initial ambitions: to restore, to 
connect, and to assign meaning. The Centre Boulevard with 
the station as centre creates a programmatic axis which 
allocates different programs to specific locations in order to 
strengthen the programmatic identity of each area. The 
program map (upper right) identifies zones for shopping, 
working, living, leisure etc. 
Related to Thesis - Site Reflection 
The current land use zoning in Hong Kong is always based 
upon quantitative issue such as density, area etc while 
programmatic identity is seldom considered. For Tsuen Wan, 
the recent ubran redevlopment project in old district such as 
Vision City drastically impacts on the existing identity of the 
surrounding old fabric. This reflects the lack of cohesion of 
programmatic and spatial identity with surrounding neigh-
bourhood during planning stage, which is so common in Hong 
Kong. Although the concept of CDA - Comprehensive 
Development Area allows flexibliiity during planning stage, 
there is only limited contribution to the overall planning. 
i l i 'ill 
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Tsuen Wan 02P J 
Land Use Planning ’ i%�. 
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(www.utrocht.nl/stationaroa) 
Utrecht Central Station -
Station as Generator of Open Space Network 
Together with the city corridor and centre boulevard concept 
the master plan of Utrecht Centruum Project also involves 
revitalization of public open space network along the main 
axes. The initial ambition is to improve the quality and 
accessibilty of the existing public space by diversifying 
functions happened there in. order to turn it into an "event 
zone" and "living room of the city". The whole network of 
public space and pedestrianized walkway generated from the 
station ensure accessibility and dynamic street activities. 
Related to Thesis - Site Reflection 
In Tsuen Wan, most of the 
vehicular traffic or along 
connection between them sc 
randomly in the city. Besides, 
open space is bounded by 
roadside with insignificant 
i that they are just scattered 
the lack of urban functions 
happened within them turns them into simply "space" for 
recreation but not a “place" for community. 
The existing site condition of Tsuen Wan West with waterfront 
promenade and the nearby Tsuen Wan Park provides 
opportunity to generate an open space network which 
extends to the inner part of the city. 
T. 
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Utrecht 
System of Open Space 
TsuenWan 
System of Open Space 
63. 
Shinjuku Station -
Station as both Condensing and Extension Node 
Apart from the dominant feature of Shinjuku Station as a mega 
shopping mall {condensing node), another key feature is the 
role of station being an extension node. The underground 
pedestrianized passage links up the surrounding shopping 
arcades forming a significant shopping routine. 
Related to Thesis - Site Reflection 
Shinjuku Station -
Underground Shopping Network 
In Hong Kong, the typical approach to station development is 
mostly referring to the typology of station being "magnet of 
the city". It tends to draw everything from the city to a single 
station development with shopping mall, hotel, office towers, 
residential towers with clubhouse facilities etc. Such 
densification of programs derives station to be a self-
sustained "nodal city". However what Shinjuku Station 
illustrates is the opposite nature of station as an extension 
node instead of purely condensing node.. Such phenomenon 
can also be found in Tsuen Wan MTR Station which 
demonstrates an extensive development and pedestrian 
movement network. 
When considering Tsuen Wan West site with which the present 
problem of weak accessibility have to be dealt, it is 
worthwhile to re-consider station development strategy as 
extensive one. 
Tsuen Wan MTR Station -
Elevated Shopping Network 
” "“t f tl ‘ ,1 £ 'nr. •AiL 
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Kyoto Station (by Hiroshi Hara)-
Station as Mini-City (Spatial Experience) 
The vertical multi-tayering of programmatic public squares 
within the station connected by series of escalators and grand 
staircase strongly demonstrates the essence of city walk-
through experience by rearrangement of streets and plazas 
vertically and in an alternative way. 
Diversity of Spatial Experience 
《Hiroshi Hara) 
13/F 
Kyoto Station (by Bernard Tschumi)-
Station as Mini-City (Cross Programming) 
The juxtaposition of function and scale by densifying and 
hybridizing urban programs into vertical programmatic axis 
on existing horizontal grid demonstrates station development 
as megaproject that derives the logic of new urban society. 
Related to Thesis 
In Hong Kong, maximization of land use and commercial 
activities of station development results in current homoge-
neous shopping mail design. Whereas these two models of 
Kyoto Station illustrate alternative and innovative approaches 
to turn station as m【n丨 city and public communal space both 
programmatically and spatially while maintaining develop-
ment potential of the site. Cross Programming (Bernard Tschumi 
-Competition) 
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4.4 Conclusion 
Station and Urban Living 
A. Urban Strategy 
(City Perspective) 
B. Urban Form 
(Station Perspective) 





ization of open space 
network in the city 
Extension of public 
actMties outwards to 
the city 
Station as Public 
Communal Space 
Creation of public event 
space through urban form 
design of station area 
Diversifying functions 




between Public & 
Station Realm 
Shopping as main cohe-
sion of urban living and 
transport infrastructure 
Initial Objectives: Defining Alternative 
Mode of Shopping 
Environment at 
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5.1 Urban Strategy 
6.1.1 Creation of Urban Life Spine 
Creation of urban life spine is intended to 
enhance pedestrian accessibility to the 
waterfront throgh programmatic axis and 
network instead of simply functional pave-
ment and flyover. Tsuen Wan KCR Station 
l U i I a i l j 
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67. 
5.1.2 Scenarios of Urban Strategies 
Scenario A: Open space network as leisurable route to activate the existing linkage 
Existing Public Open Space I Park 
i r r - .c—x Existing Semi-public open space 
k^swuJJ (estate opon spaco) 
m W Proposed landscape deck linkage 
w m m m betweom KCR & MTR stations 
V / 〉 \ J j JA\ 
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Scenario B: Shopping network as programmatic connector of the existing disconnected linkage 
Legend 
Existing Shopping Arcade 
Existing Elovatod Podostriart 
Walkway 
Proposed Shopping Arcado 
Proposed Elevated Pedestrian 
Walkway 
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69. 
5.2 Program Strategy 
5.2.1 Shopping as Key Program cohering Urban Living with Station 
Urban Living 
I Areas of focus for gener-
I atinrg program strategy 
l ” f 
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70. 
5.2.2 Scenarios of Programmatic Relationships 
Scenario A: 
Large internalized shopping mall 
on top of the station 
• - i , , 
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Large outdoor open space at station exit 
Xfv： 
OPEN SPACE 
Conventional programmatic and spatial relationships of 
retail, open space and station 
Scenario B: 
1 A、卜丨 DS'V'J:小:/ OPEN SKACE 
Retail & station integrated with 
terrace landscape deck 
Interweaving landscape deck with 






Experimental landscape as new form of integration 
of retail, open space with station 
‘ % I » S S i > . M , 
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5.3 Urban Form Strategy 
6.3.1 Stakeholders Involved in Station Development 
a) Developer b) Users (Local residents) c) The Public 
5.3.2 Main Concerns of Different Stakeholders 
Maximize development potential 
Maximize investment return 
(short term / long term) 
Efficiency of construction 




Access to Waterfront 
Access to Railway Station / 
public transport interchange 
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72. 
5.3.3 Criteria Affecting Different Stakeholders' Benefits 
Public Benefits; 
Access to Waterfront 
Impermeable at G/F Totally permeable at Off Partially permeable at G/F 
Degree of Openness 
Large urban void at G/F Promenade at G/F Fragmented open space at different levels 
Pedestrian Linkage 
Elevated walkway as primary linkage Elevated walkway & pedestrianized street Interwoven pedestrian decks 
Visual Impact to Surrounding 
Blockage of view by podium towers Barrier effect by slab blocks Heterogeneous topography 
111 /c 3V 口 y M i ^ i i ^ i i f i 丄 L l Lii^ i li!! I p V 丨 
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Users' Benefits: 
Degree of Share between Public and Private Domains 
Y / / / / / / / / 7 7 m 
Private 
Total separation between private & public Intermix between private & public 
Semi-public 
Semi-pub!ic zone between private & public 
Private vs. Public Access 
麵 翻 f e 
Elevator as sole access from public to private 
F S E f ^ Soml-publlc 
〈 似 幼 Public 
Semi-public layer m buffer zone between 
private and public access 
S« Til publ c pg" 
->“/ Z j Public 
Inlergrated ； i of different domains 
Private Open Space Provision 
l a rge private open space on podium deck Hierarchy of fragmented private open space 
[ T Z H 一™ — n 
Jli6rafchy of private & public open $pace 
Convenience (walking home journey) 
‘ _ * ^rr-r r 
Shortest distance tnternaliy within retail mall Shortest distance f fom slaiton to residential block Longer walking distance externally 
74. 
Partial site coverage by megastructure 
Construction Efficiency 
Simple grid v/nh coluiiin & beam struclure and transfer plato Both shear wall and column & beam structural systems 
Site Coverage 
© © ® 




Intergrntton of *Podium - Separaiion of "Podium • Inlergration of fragmented blocks 
I M 
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6.4 Design Approach 
5.4.1 Original Programmatic Proposal by KCRC 
J 1 i ？ I 
Pnjgfamnwlkj Hierarchy; 
Residential > Retail > Station > Hotel > GIC 
Public vs. Private; 
Private (65.7%) > Public (34.3%) 
5.4.2 Invariables 
Proposed Household Density: 
Target no. of households: around 3,000 
Target population: around 9,000 
Target group of residents: middle class 
Proposed Program Composition: 
Programmatic proportion: approx, 1 0 : 2 : 1 : 2 (Residential: Retai l : Communal ; Station) 
Average open space per person: around 2 m. sq. I person (public & private) 
‘ » • s ) f V -<.11 »< f f 










Slender point towers 
Definite separation between 
public and private domains 
Lift lobby as interface 
between private and public 
access 
Solely single large private 
open space on podium deck 
Inaccessible to vvatetfront; 
blocked b/ large podium at 
ground level 
Full site coverage for retail 
podium (public domain) 
Efficient ； simple grid with 
column and beam slructure 
for station and podium and 
wHh transfer plate for towers 
Efficient ； maximize site 
development potential 
Point lowers 
Definite separation between 
public and private domains 
Both public and private 
access at ground floor 
Solely public open space at 
ground floor 
Quite inaccessible to water-
front; through building gaps 
at ground 丨evd 
Partial $ite coverage ： retail 
and rosidential blocks scat-
tered on the site 
Efficient ； s i _ e shear wall 
structure for residential 
blocks ； separated from 
structufai system of retail 
Less efficient, more public 
open space at ground level 
* 
Hybrid combination of 
point tower and slab block 
More integrated between 
public and private domains 
r r 1 
\ 、 
Buffer zone between pubilc 
and private access 
Coexistence of public and 
private open space at differ-
ent levels vertically 
Aaccessible to waterfront： 
by public at different levels 
Z 
Optimize footprint of megas-
Ifucture for public activities 
Less efficient construction 
due to heterogeneous 
design 
Less efficient; more publ.c 






Share between Public 
and Private Domains 
Public vs. Private 
Access 
Degree of Openness 
Degree of Public 
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Dream City, Tsueng Kwan O 
(image from www.mtr.com.hk) 
Typical Station Devel 
Image (Above) 
lopment Typology 
je from HK Lai) n 
a) Urban Form Aspect: 
Current Station Development: Mega Podium Typology 
Based on economic efficiency and maximazation of 
development potential of station area to achieve highest 
density, current、station development in Hong Kong has 
generated a stereotyped typology with mega commercial 
podiums and high rise housing above. 
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Marriage of Shopping Mall and Station infrastructure In HK 
b) Urban Life Aspect: 
Homogenlty of Urban Living Pattern at Station Node 
-Domination of Shopping Activities 
To ensure intensity of pedestrian flow and maximization of 
investment return of station development, large shopping 
malls integrated with station has becoming the standard 
mode of station development in Hong Kong. 
Standpoint: 
Due to significant role of station as major node in the city which con-
denses density and variety of urban life, the potentiality of rein-
• trepreting station as major public space and generator of urban life 
in the city becomes the main standpoint of this design research. 
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Diagram (Right) 
Station integrated with Mega Podium 
a) Mega Scale 
Based on the phenomenon of self-contained mega 
podium typology of station development which is anti-
fabric, scale of public podium in relation to city fabric 
becomes one of the main issues. 
Diagram (Right) 
Fabric Integration 
(image from The Modem Station - new approaches 
to railway station) 
[Urban Living 
Programmatic Diversity of 
iagram (Right) 
f Station Node 
b) Fabric Integration: 
Further to the issue of current mega scale of station 
development which neglects existing city fabric, fabric 
integration to arhieve public space cohesion with sur-
rounding becomes another key issue of this research. 
c) Programmatic Diversity & Cohesion: 
Based upon the phenomenon of homogenity of urban 
living pattern with overwhelming of shopping activities, 
the potentiality to requalify the urban living pattern with 
programmatic diversity and vitality becomes the urban 
programmatic issue of this research. ‘ 
79. 
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S«3ment along MTR Station & CattI® Pttflk Road: Segment along Waterfront {KCR Station): 
Mfwi liViniih； 4n V jxwiucnt. cwiwAii W-th mvQ^i iwfajin i>((?i«?<1f. 
a) Segmentation of Urban Fabric by Railway & 
Traffic Network 
The whole Tsuen Wan fabric is obviously segmentized by 
some major traffic network and railway lines. 
b) Fragmentation of Urban Development: 
Current mega urban renewal projects around KCR station 
demonstrates neglection of city fabric which intensify 
fragmentation phenomenon. 
c) Inner City - Waterfront Relation -
Inaccessibility to Waterfront by Pedestrian 
There is a lack of decent pedestrian connection between 
the inner city side (around existing MTR station) and the 
waterfront side (around KCR station) with only elevated 
footbridge and roadside pavement. 
d) Extension of Urban Fabric Open Space to Waterfront 
The reclamation process of Tsuen Wan District demon-
strates both the urban fabric and public open space 
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6.2 Site Potential: Diversity of Urban Programs around the station 
\、•^々^.•"(^、〜 、Clague Garden 
XC 、〜、、、’> 
Tsi i^n Wan ^ 夕、, 
/ / P l a z a ^ ‘ � 
\ > 
Tsuen W如W e s t 
KCR Station^ 
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6.3 Site Challenge: Barriers of Pedestrian Access to Station and Waterfront 
D L、、上彳 J »^晰 ‘ I “ 11 isJ^ w i^ 
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Existing KCR Station Layout: 
Lovel 1 
Ground Level Plan 
Basement Lovol 
(Concourse) 
Basement Level 2 Plan 
(Platform) 
Legend 




E & M Services 
Public Transport Interchange (PTI) 
Escalator (up) 
Escalator (down) 
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7.1 Strategy Testing 1: Urban Life Spine Creation between KCR and MTR Stations 
Design Position 
1. Extensiveness of connection 
Definite terminations at MTR and KCR station (waterfront) along 
Taj Ho Road while undefined traversing the road 
2. Reversation of existing buildings as possible 
With only limited demolition of existing buildings, intervention of 
podium (eg. G/F to 4/F) instead as the main approach . 
3. Maintain existing vehicular traffic 
4. Elevated programmatic network approach 
To avoid disturbance of existing traffic, the mode of new network 
would be mainly elevated 
5. Dispersing certain density from waterfront along the strip 
7 : 
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Strategic Approach 1: 
Landscape assembles programs & 
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strategic Approach 2: 
Superimposing and interweaving of 
program spines to generate the whole 
urban life spine 
'丁「:r; •丨巧 liii 
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strategic Approach 3: 
Juxtaposition of new programs in 
response to the existing ones to high-
light programmatic identity of each zone 
liii 
Si ^ H 
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PROGRAMMATIC SCENARIOS 
.Shopping • Working 
Strategic Approach 3 (continued): 
Juxtaposition of new programs in 
response to the existing ones to high-
light programmatic Identity of each zone 
89 
PROGRAMMATIC ACTIVITY PATTERN - INTENSITY 
Strategic Approach 3 (continued): 
Juxtaposition of new programs in 
response to the existing ones to high-
light programmatic Identity of each zone 
Normal Scenario (without events) Occasional Scenario (with events) 
^ t i ,； 
90 
strategic Approach 4: 
Traverse bands across Tai Ho Road as 
place of cross programming and pedes-
trian movement 
Band 1: Opon Spaco 
Band 2: Open Spaco 
Band 3: Domestic Shopping 
Band 4; Domestic Shopping 
Blind S: Communal vii. Domestic Shopping 
B^rui Commmia! vs. Domestic Shoj>pih(j 
Bcimi 7: Communal Domestic Shoppint| 
Biwui 6; Rccreatiofiiil vs, 
Oor»a$ticSiitopfiino 
Donutstlc J^hoppin^j 
Band 10; Shoppin^j 
B«tul I t : CiJiturjij va.‘ Shopping 
B:ind 12: Cuitural v银.Sriopplii*^ 
BantS 13: Cultuf^^t vs. Shopping 
Danc114: Shopping 
Bond 15: Shopping! v». 
Dand 16: Ghopptrnj txhibUiorj 
J丨' 
/ / / 
【51 
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Scenarios of Programmatic Relationships: 
Scenario 1 
Travelling - Shopping 
？HPPP>fV6f I CARF^dK 
Publicness 
,Tjme - Space Relation 
.Public - User Interaction 
,Combination of Programs 
Purely public 
Occasional events at semi-
outdoor open space between 
station and shopping mati 
Both visual & physica! 
connections 
Concourse (unpaid area) 
Shopping inatl 
Cinema 
Scenario 2 Cultural - Shopping J 
Publicness 
,Time • Space Relation 
Public 
Combination of Programs 
HoterogefiGity of pubilc &. 
senii-pubHc space 
Temporary performance & event 
space at outdoor open space 
{transformation of day I night 
activities) 
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Scenarios of Programmatic Relationships: 
Scenario 3 
Recreation - Leisure 
C O H H M K f l U 
1 _ 根 
鳴它 
Publicness 
,Time • Space Relation 
Heterogeneity of public & 
semi-public space 
No significant change of func-
tions of tho space at different 
times 
i mm i 
, . ‘ 
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Public - User Interaction 
,Combination of Programs 
Both visual & physical 
connections 




Cultural - Institution 
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1 
Publicness 
,Time - Space Relation 
Public - User Interaction 
,Combination of Programs 
Heterogeneity of public & 
somi-pubiic space 
No significant change of func-
tions of {he space at different 
times 







Scenarios of Programmatic Relationships: 
Scenario 5 Communal - Domestic Shopping 
l / w / w 勿 I W W i i 
<7>Zttr C T C t ' & T <>ViOpS V ： 滞 K '： C M O p C 
Publicness 
,Timo - Space Relation 
Public - User Interaction 
Combination of Programs 
Heterogeneity of public & 
private space 
Transformation of day I night 
activities at communal clock) 
Day: Mainly for bazaar & 
circulation / 
Night： l^lainiy for gathering 




Scenario 6 Communal - Domestic Shopping 
cm 
1 ‘ . / _i 
‘ ‘ ？HOW h 1 .； H / i P W , 3. Public 
r ^ o p s 
Publicness 
• Time-Space Relation 
Combination of Programs 
Heterogeneity of public, 
semi-pubiic & private space 
Transformation of day I night 
activities at communal deck) 
Day: rvlainly for bazaar & 
circulation I 
Night: Mainiy for gathering 
Both visual S, physica! 
connections 
Fi'larkol 
Shops at upp&r IQVO! 
Priva\e housing . 
Communal deck 
f »j, ^ ” 
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Scenarios of Programmatic Relationships: 
Scenario 7 
Shopping - Leisure - Working 
Publicness 
,Time - Space Relation 
.Public - User Interaction 
.Combination of Programs 
Heterogoneity of public 
semt-puislic space 
Occasional exiiibitioo event at 
somi-outdoor open spaco 
Mainly visual connections 
Shopping mail 
Leisure / EntsSftaiiiinent 
Offrco • 
-3」 J " J
 丨 ： 
1 I f 、 V 
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study Model 3: 
Creation of Primary Urban Landscape Spine (with virtual grid) 
M g 
Study Model 4: 
Creation of 3-dimensionaI Urban Landscape between different lots 
1 1 
96 
Urban Strategy Study Models 
Study Model Study Model 2: 
Insertion of Elevated Pedestrian Deck Creation of Multiple Elevated Urban Landscape Layers 
？:C r , r i i i ' f^*". 1 " I - J - , t . 
上 L'q 二] ! a \ j li ‘：： 纖3鶴; 
Based upon the initial objective of per-
ceiving station as an extension node 
cohering various urban life in the city, 
the creation of public life spine starting 
with KCR station which adapts of 
branch out, extend through the process 
of revitalization becomes the main 
urban strategy towards the key urban 
issues. 
Tsuen Wan Town Hall, being located at 
the mid-way of the major city axis and 
as anchorage of public life in the city, is 
selected as the nodal point of the spine. 
J； 
r K 
f i x 
V } f^ 
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Strategy Testing 2: Major Urban Life Spine Creation between KCR and Tsuen Wan Town Hall 
strategy Testing 2: Major Urban Life Spine Creation between KCR and Tsuen Wan Town Hall 
Design Position 
1. Creating an Elevated Public Space Network 
2. Maintaining Existing Traffic Network 
3. Relocation of Existing Public Transport Interchange 
4. Alteration of Existing Station Box 
5. Demolition of Existing Transport Complex 
6. Alteration of Existing Town Hall 
''J. l M 徽 1 翅 」 
98. 
Major Strategic Approach: Urban Landscape Approach 
Original Proposal by KCRC 
The original proposal by KCRC demonstrates the self-contained 
mega-podium structure which neglects the surrounding fabric and 
hinders pedestrian access to waterfront 
Urban Landscape Approach as Alternative Proposal towards Current 
Typology (referring to Key Issues: Scale & Fabric Integration) 
Urban landscape approach demonstrates the potentiality to go beyond the 
current typology which allows more 3-dimensional integration with city 
fabric and opportunity of public open space formation in the city. 
99. 
Programmatic Approach: Cross-Stitching with Secondary Spines with the Major Spine 
Programmatic Stitching Zones 
Zone 1: Town Hall + Shopping Mall 
Zone 2: Cuiturai + Leisure 
Zone 3: Transport + Leisure + Recreation 
Programmatic Layering 
Cultuat Amenity Layer (Primary) 
； i Leisure Amenity Layer 
；Recreat ion Amenity Layer 
Transport (Station) Layer 
Based on the major urban strategy of creating a primary public life spine between KCR Station and Town Hall, a primary elevated 
public amenity ground with majority of cultural programs extending from Town Hall (cityside) to station (waterfront) is generated. 
Secondary programmatic layers are cross-stitched with the primary one at different levels forming 3 basic programmatic stitching 
zones. 
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Plan at Ground Level (+0-0m) 
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Overall Movement & Programmatic Volume 
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Movement of Different City Users 
City Commuters (Interchange) 
Working Group 




Planning Strategy of Residential Towers 
Tower Disposition: 
The proposed "strip-like" urban landscape form on ground level facilitates the 
disposition of residential tower blocks to create visual corridors, between 
inner city and waterfront. Point towers are selected for illustrating the overall 
residential planning strategy which cause less barrier effect to the city. 
Perspective: Strips along Waterfront 
Perspective: 
Zone 1: Existing Tsuen Wan Town Hall 










Zone 3: Station Concourse & Plaza 
' k i l l . 
Key issues 
Q S 丨” • T眺"W卯 W«t KCR Station 
H a r m o n i o u s P r o x i m i t y -
Cohesion of Urban Living with Railway Station in the City 
7 
123 








1000 Schematic Architectural Strategy Model 
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250 Partial Spatial Model 
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